Dear Wolfgang,
Thank you very much for the two letters, one for your new Address and the other for
Trying to Get money for my school .Thank you again for thinking about me.
Here I just send you the current Activities.
A. I have planned to build up a school because of the need of Tanzanians. That the
Government hasn’t manage to Educate everyone. There are a lot of children who
must go to school. It is very important to help Orphans who have lost their Parents
because of AIDS,also our street children, children from poor families who can’t
pay fees but some can pay half of the fees.
I thought that to have a school of the following grades.
1. Nursery School –which will have children from three years to five years –then in
six years to begin:2. Primary School- which will hold standard one to seven then Proceed to
3. Secondary School (Ordinary Level ) Form one to Four which will let them go for:4. High School (Advanced Level) Form v-vi later will let them to Universities.
5. Self Help: There are some people especially the youth who didn’t get
Education :- There will be their classes to learn profession e.g Tailor, carpenter
mason , so that these can survive
The current Activities;
As I told you before that through your help- I rented a building and start with Nursery
School and Tuition for those who will continue with secondary school –to help them
to perform well.
I have two teachers – the ladies in the pictures – They are both qualified teachers –
They start helping me to teach the children in a voluntary way for six months –but
from now they need to be paid at least some thing for their living –and would need to
be paid about Tsh. 200,000-that is just like 100 Euro per month per person. Myself I
need about 150 Euro per month to pay rent and other expenses e.g books chalks ,
stationeries.
We transfer the children to their homes by hiring a car, and this is very expensive- but
we have to do so. A mini bus can cost about 9,000,000 Tsh. It is just as about 4,900
Euro Mark.
I have invested few desks ,chairs and table worth about I million Tsh. Now I need
some 20 desks worth 1,000,000Tsh. 50 chairs worth about 500,000 Tsh. All these will
make the school run.
I am still asking good people in and out of Tanzania to help. One member has helped
and donated 300,000 Tsh.
The physically proposal is on the way coming out which will show the real what is
needed for the school.
Which will show also the cost of the Land which will be bought for the school, the
cost of buildings e.t.c
Attached are the pictures of the children – nursery school and Tuition children who
are on preparation to secondary school.
Kindly receive,
Yours Essau Malisa +Grace.

